
Set Vocab

Types of Stages:

1. Arena Stage: a stage with seating on all four sides
2. Black Box: a stage consisting of a large empty square with black walls
3. Proscenium: a stage in which the audience looks through the  “fourth wall” to see the play
4. Thrust: a low platform stage that juts out into the audience
5. Flexible stage: another name for black box stage; a stage that can be set up like any other stage 

type.

Types of Sets

1. Box Set: a set that consist of two or three walls and a ceiling
2. Unit Set: a set made of pieces that can be rearranged

Soft Good: 

1. Grand (act curtain) : curtain that masks the acting area fro the audience.  Sometimes called the 
front or grand curtain, it is opened at the beginning of the play and closed between acts or 
scenes.  It usually parts in the middle and is called a traveler

2. Traveler:  A curtain that parts in the middle
3. Legs: one of a pair of drapes hung stage right and left behind the tormentors to mask the 

backstage.
4. Tormentors: curtain or flat at each side of the proscenium opening used to regulate the width of 

the opening.  Also called Grand.
5. Teaser: a heavy curtain or frame that adjusts the height of the proscenium
6. Border: a curtain that is 6’ or less in height that is used to mask electrics
7. Chopper: a curtain that is 6’ or more in height that can be used to limit the height of the stage 

further upstage.
8. Cyclorama: a large piece of fabric (usually seamless) that is sometimes used to reflect light to 

represent the sky.  Book Definition: (a curtain that covers the back wall and sides of the stage)

Parts of a stage/set

1. Drop: decorated canvas or muslin curtain that forms part of the scenery
2. Flats: canvas stretched over wooden frames, painted and used for scenery
3. Broadway flat: A flat constructed of 1x4 frame laid flat and covered with muslin.
4. Hollywood flat: a flat constructed of 1x4 frame on edge and covered with ¼” ply (luan)
5. Apron: Acting area between the edge of the stage and the front curtain
6. Ground Cloth: Canvas that covers the floor of the acting area, which may be paitned to resemble 

bricks, stones, carpet and so forth.
7. Trap: opening in the stage floor
8. Wings: The offstage area to the left and right of the stage.
9. Pit: the area between the apron and the first row of seating where the orchestra is sometimes 

located.
10. Set pieces: furniture and other three-dimensional objects



11. Proscenium Arch: frame or opening of a proscenium stage through which the audience views 
the play

Fly

1. Batton (battens): long pipes or poles from which curtains, lights, flats or scenery are hung.
2. Electric: a batton that has power and lights are hung from
3. Arbor: The part of the counterbalance fly system that holds the stage weight and travels 

vertically in the fly rail.
4. Pin/locking rail: Rail of the fly gallery or backstage wall to which lines are pulled and tied off or 

locked.
5. Grid (Gridiron): framework of beams above the stage that supports rigging for the fly system.
6. Loading rail: The highest platform of the fly system that is used to load stage weights onto the 

arbor when the batton is all the way in.
7. Stage weight:  A block of iron or steel that is placed in the arbor and is used to counterbalance 

the weight on the batton.
8. Stick: to lock a line set of the fly system by inserting a stick in between the lines and twisting 4-8 

times.  

Principles of Design

1. Line: mark out contours
2. Shape: distinct, defined areas
3. Mass: the space that an object occupies
4. Color: use of light and pigment
5. Texture: surface qualities

Principles of Composition

1. Balance: Equilibrium and stability
2. Contrast: Use of differences
3. Unity: oneness, cohesion
4. Proportion: proper size relationships
5. Harmony: Aesthetic order among parts
6. Variation: diversity, lack of monotony
7. Emphasis: Center of attention

Other Design Terms

1. Incubation: the phase of the design process during which ideas simmer, recombine, or develop 
into new creative solutions.


